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Kevin brings a balance of computing talent to
Ceptara that guides the product and service
development organization. With over 16 years of
experience in engineering and software
development, Kevin provides leadership in high
technology, enterprise level software
architecture, web and shrink-wrapped application
development. He is focused on delivering
creative and professional computing solutions in
supporting our overall focus on Excellence.

While Kevin has been engaged in the pursuit of
several start-ups, his forte is the development of
high performance, scalable, and integrated
internet and enterprise applications. Kevin has
successfully deployed and maintained several
web facing and mission critical applications into
production, including online shopping and the
international site at AT&T Mobility (formerly
Cingular), a web based supply chain channel for
EDI transactions for Paccar, a real-time HIPAA
compliant portal containing patient insurance
eligibility data integrated with multiple health
care providers, a systems portal for
troubleshooting and debugging TransPoint (now
CheckFree), software update capability for
downloads to 2.5 million MSN users, and product
registration and surveys for Conversay.

Kevin holds a Masters of Science degree in
Electrical Engineering with an emphasis on signal
processing and control systems from Wright
State University in Dayton, Ohio and a Bachelors
of Science degree from Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University in Prescott, Arizona.

Learn more about Kevin by reading his blog,
following him on Twitter, and visit his LinkedIn 
profile.
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